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Article 14

On 911
HE USED TO WALK EVERYWHERE, Ed, the incumbent I beat for the
congressional
taking walks.

seat that got me to Washington.
His campaign consisted
in Fort Wayne,
He'd walk through a neighborhood
going

of

up
on a few doors, waving
at cars as they
and knocking
passed by him. He
gave out stickers in the shape of footprints and in the outline of shoes. He'd
and Noblesville.
walk out into the country, out to Zulu and Avilla, Markle
a ride
The few reporters that trailed along tired after a few miles,
caught
He was a tall thin man. He slung his jacket over his
back downtown.
rolled up to his elbows. His pants were too short.
carrot and
the patches
of wild
Indiana 3, he'd wade
through
Along
was
bombed by the angry black birds. He had thin hair and
goldenrod. He
wore
clear
with
glasses
plastic frames. Near Leo, the Amish, who don't
shoulder,

his shirt sleeves

even vote, passed him by in their buggies. He would
stop at a farm house
for a drink of water from a well. He'd get his picture in The Journal, the
Democratic
paper, kicking an empty can along the gutter in the streets of
new
He was always alone, hardly talked
of St. Joe Township.
suburbs
the
to anyone that mattered.
was a cinch.
dusty. It

No

one walked

His

anymore.

shoes were

always

showing me around the Hill, he refused to ride
me on board, and we left him
the Capitol
subway over to his office. He put
behind to walk over by himself. His aides even rode with me. They didn't
Iwon

After

and Ed was

bother looking back to see him shrink in the poor light of the dark tunnel
the streets of Washington.
He was too pitiful for words.

beneath

had more

than enough rope to hang
at Rotary Clubs and the Zonta were
was milky. His voice was pitched too high. He smoked a
enough. His skin
saw in The Journal always showed him from behind,
The
pictures you
pipe.
the loose white shirt draped with that summer weight jacket. Such a target,
his back exposed, brought the best out of the voters. I salivated along with

himself.

The

few

rumors we

staff as we watched

my

His

him walk

one piece

telephone

He

fanned

was

of legislation
number, 911. Something

just imagine

the debate. Who

would

through the fall.
the bill that established
a child could
oppose

remember

it?What

an emergency
and dial. I can

could be wrong

with

it?
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I imagine him right now sitting in his rec room watching
television,
someone has called the
rescues
once
show
that
dramatizes
the
the
perhaps
I think of him in his
that program,
Every time Iwatch
a kind of
his
stories
about
the
he
watches
recliner, feeling good
public life,
to his goodness.
endless testimonial
number.

emergency

a kid, I believed
in creating a kind of chronic discomfort,
world.
"Do you have Prince
using the telephone to disrupt the work-a-day
in the can? You do? Well,
Edward
you better let him out." I dialed the
I was

When

refrigerator running? It is?Well, you better go
the phone book
chase
through
looking for funny names,
or the Cockburns.
I liked transforming
Frankensteins
the
the
calling
People being startled by the bell, their
telephone into something dangerous.

numbers

randomly,
it." I flipped

hands

frozen

"Is your

for amoment

the rest of the way to pick-up.
in their ears, creating these anxious moments.
Let
before

reaching

little voice, a needle
My
him out! Go chase it! I'd make
could

call my

other,

up fictions to clear the party line so that I
listen to the neighbors
girlfriend. Or Iwould
talking to each
them know Iwas there. Iwould
always be there.

letting
on answering
A guy like you, Ed, would
the phone, would
think
keep
after all the heavy breathing I'd want to talk with you. You believe in signs,
in what they say. The tinkling bells of the ice cream truck would have you

racing down

the street. You

answer

the phone without

a second

thought.

Is

your refrigerator running?
Poor Ed. Everything
in the world

can be used, used in ways you'd never
Devoured.
Twisted.
Pulled inside out. I like to
dream,
against you.
rec room, the flicker of your television
imagine you cringing in your dark
skin
sticking to the gummy vinyl of your
slapping you around, your sweaty
were so easy to kick. I
lounger. I broke your legs. Imade you crawl. You
watched
you drag yourself along the oiled back roads, the uncut ditches of
used

Allen

County

where

well-bred

children

who

hurl

rocks

at the Amish

buggies just to hear the wood
splinter, took aim at you.
no one ever entertains
In the bedrooms
of America,
the fantasy of a
more
like me
liberal with awhip. They desire something more,
something
and patent leather, professional
but dressed to the hilt in black uniforms
It's in the eyes. It's there
looking, someone who might be truly dangerous.
in the tight smile. In the privacy of their own rec rooms some people like
to dress up. People like to be hurt. People like to hurt. They play out their
own
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amateur

versions

of epic conflicts.

Here words

don't mean

the same

on
stop doesn't work.
going. Try to
Stop means
Saying
keep
to yell when
the stimulation
things get out of hand, when
imagine it.What
in these dramas exceeds the threshold of endurance? I've heard they scream

things.

or mutter:

911. 911. The number

you

invented

has been absorbed

into this

language of love.
I hate to think about these things at all. But we live in the sickest of times.
It's still amatter of trust. Your partner will stop if you find the right thing
can I say, Ed? What number can I call? It seems I can't exist
to say. What
without
Someone

are the good guys and the bad guys. I like that.
Someone does the hurting. And the bells keep ringing.

these dramas. There
gets hurt.
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